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Description

SHA 56 CORDLESS VACUUM SHREDDER: THE QUIET ALL-ROUNDER FOR VACUUM
SHREDDING AND BLOWING WORK
 

The SHA 56 is the first cordless vacuum shredder / leaf blower from STIHL. Part of the AK System, this practical 2-in-1 machine is designed for vacuuming leaves and
hedge cuttings as well as gathering leaves and debris into piles.

Whether you use the SHA 56 as a vacuum shredder or a blower, the rotatable handle has outstanding ergonomics and gives you greater comfort when you are working. You
can convert the vacuum shredder to a blower (and vice versa) without the need for tools. Simply click the tubes into place, twist the handle 180 degrees and the SHA 56 will
fit comfortably in your hand, ready to go. The variable speed trigger can be used to control the suction and blowing force of the SHA 56, while its specially angled handle
makes it even more comfortable to handle when it is in vacuum shredder mode.

When in vacuum mode the catcher bag connects to the vacuum tube, rather than over the users shoulder, which makes operation more comfortable. The SHA 56 is also
equipped with a padded adjustable shoulder strap to support the machine during use. A metal shredder blade on the fan wheel reduces the material volume when in vacuum
mode. The shredder blade opening is easy to access, meaning blockages can be cleared quickly should they arise.

 

Working time with recommended AK 20 battery is up to 25 minutes.

Cordless vacuum shredder for domestic users
For quick and efficient cleaning of leaves and debris
Choose between vacuum shredder mode or blower mode
Switch between modes without the need for any tools



Stihl SHA 56 Cordless Vacuum
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Attributes

Technical Data

Nominal voltage 36 V
Weight 3.2 kg
Blowing force 8 N
Max air speed 56 m/s
Air throughput with round nozzle 558 m3/h
Sound power level 94 dB(A)
Working time with AK 10 battery up to 12 min
Working time with AK 20 battery up to 25 minutes
Working time with AK 30 battery up to 30 minutes

Contact us
Ernest Doe is a long established family firm with a network of branches in the
South and East of England. Managing Director Colin Doe is the fourth generation
of the family to have run the business in its 100+ years of trading.

The firm supplies an incredible amount of machinery; from garden mowers and
chain saws to combine harvesters and construction excavators. Our philosophy is
simple to supply the best products and then to support them with the service
facilities and expertise to keep them running perfectly.

Tel. +44 (0)1245 383565

Ernest Doe & Sons Limited
Ulting,
Maldon,
Essex
CM9 6QH


